A Submodular Framework for Graph Comparison
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a submodular framework for graph comparison. Our
framework is inspired by latest state-of-the-art submodular document summarization models and extends the graphlet kernel to encourage diversity while avoiding
redundancy. Our experiments on several benchmark datasets show that our framework outperforms the graphlet kernel in terms of classification accuracy by using
50% less samples.
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Introduction

In many real-world domains such as bioinformatics, chemoinformatics [16] and social networks
[18], we are often interested in comparing graphs. For instance, one might aim to classify chemical
compounds by predicting whether a compound is active in an anti-cancer screen or not [17] (see
Figure 1). A popular approach to solve this problem is to represent each chemical compound as a
graph, and to use a graph kernel to compute a kernel matrix K where each entry Kij represents how
similar graph i to graph j. The computed kernel matrix is then simply plugged into a kernelized
learning algorithm such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [13] in order to classify graphs.

Figure 1: Sample graphs from NCI1 dataset [17] where each graph represents a chemical compound
and labeled as +1 (active in an anti-cancer screen) or -1 (non-active in an anti-cancer screen). Graphs
are created using Gephi [1].
A commonly used paradigm for representing graphs is to use a vector that contains normalized
frequencies of occurrence of certain motifs or sub-graphs. The graphlet kernel of Shervashidze et al.
[14] uses induced sub-graphs of k nodes (christened as graphlets by Przulj [11]) as motifs in the
vector representation, and computes the kernel via a dot product between these vectors. However,
existing sampling methods for graphlets suffer from a few drawbacks. Next, we first introduce a
brief background on the graphlet kernel, and then motivate our solution to propose a novel strategy
to address these drawbacks.
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Background and Motivation


A graph is a pair G = (V, E) where V = v1 , v2 , . . . , v|V | is an ordered set of vertices or nodes
and E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges. Given G = (V, E) and H = (VH , EH ), H is a sub-graph of G iff
there is an injective mapping α : VH → V such that (v, w) ∈ EH iff (α(v), α(w)) ∈ E. Two graphs
G = (V, E) and G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) are isomorphic if there exists a bijective mapping g : V → V 0 such
that (vi , vj ) ∈ E iff (g(vi ), g(vj )) ∈ E 0 . Graphlets are small, non-isomorphic sub-graphs of a large
network, introduced by Przulj [11] to design a new measure of local structural similarity between
biological networks. Graphlets up to size five are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Graphlets of size k ≤ 5. Plots are generated with networkX library [6].
2.1

Graphlet Sampling

Let Gk = {G1 , G2 , . . . , Gnk } be the set of size-k graphlets where nk denotes the number of unique
graphlets of size k. Given a graph G, we define fG as a normalized vector of length nk whose i-th
component corresponds to the frequency of occurrence of Gi in G:
cn
c1
(1)
fG = ( Pnk , · · · , Pnkk )T .
c
j
j
j cj
where ci denotes number of times Gi occurs as a sub-graph of G. Given two graphs G and G 0 , the
graphlet kernel [14] kg is defined as:
kg (G, G 0 ) := fG> fG 0 ,

(2)

which is simply the dot product between the normalized graphlet-frequency vectors.
2.2

Graphlet Sampling

Given two graphs G and G 0 , determining whether G contains a subgraph isomorphic to G 0 is NP
complete1 . However, the subgraph isomorphism can be tested in polynomial time O(nG 0 !.n2G 0 . nnG0 )
G
if graph G on nodes nG is input and graph G 0 on nG 0 is fixed [12]. This requires an exhaustive search
by iterating over all subsets of nG 0 nodes of G and prohibitively expensive even for moderate sized
graphs. Thus, [14] proposed a sampling scheme that randomly searches graphlets in a given graph.
However, this random sampling scheme does not take several important observations into account
as follows.
• Redundancy: The graphlet frequency distribution exhibits a power-law behavior, that is,
the frequency of certain graphlets grows as a power of others. This becomes a significant
problem when the frequency of informative graphlets are overwhelmed by graphlets that
do not carry any discriminating power across graphs. Figure 3 illustrates such an example
where graphlet G20 occurs significantly higher than more informative graphlets such as
G32 and G34 . An ideal framework should take this observation into account and avoid
selecting redundant graphlets.
1

It can be shown that this problem includes Hamilton path/cycle and maximum clique as special cases [5].
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Figure 3: A sample graph from MUTAG [3] dataset that illustrates the decomposed graphlets where
size of each graphlet is positively correlated with its frequency in the graph.

• Diversity: It can be observed that graphlets of a given size k are related to each other [18].
For instance, graphlets G36 , G37 and G40 only differ by one node and one edge. Therefore,
a sampling scheme that does not take the inherent similarity between graphlets does not
respect the diversity among the samples. An ideal framework should encourage diverse
graphlets when performing sampling.
Our Solution: Our algorithm takes advantage of the inherent similarity between graphlets of size
≤ k and k + 1. The key observation of our proposal is that, one can use this relationship to represent
a graphlet of size k + 1 as a probability distribution over size ≤ k graphlets. Let Gi represent a
graphlet of size k + 1, Gj represent a graphlet of size k and nij denote the number of times Gj
occurs as a sub-graph of Gi . Computation of nij is done by deleting a node of Gi and counting how
many times graphlet Gj is produced as a result [19]. Repeating the same process for all graphlets of
size 1 ≤ l ≤ k and normalizing the frequencies, we obtain a distribution for graphlet Gi by means
of smaller-sized graphlets (see Figure 4 for an example decomposition).
An alternate way to interpret this probability distribution is as follows: each graphlet Gi of size
k + 1 covers graphlets of size ≤ k with a certain amount. Thus, whenever we sample a graphlet
Gi , we also cover some portion of other graphlets. For instance, whenever we pick graphlet G41 ,
we cover the following graphlets with associated probabilities: G41 = {G2 : 0.21, G3 : 0.49, G5 :
0.07, G6 : 0.07, G7 : 0.09, G11 : 0.01, G15 : 0.03, G18 : 0.01}. Therefore, one can view this
as a maximum coverage problem where our main objective is to select mSsubsets from a collection
m
S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn } of n subsets such that the union of the selected sets i=1 Si has the maximum
coverage. In other words, we would like to maximize the following objective function:
A∗ = argmax f (A)
A⊆S:|A|≤m

This problem is well-known to be NP-hard [4]. However, it can be formulated in terms of submodular functions where a greedy algorithm is guaranteed to approximate the optimum solution within
a factor of (1 − 1/e) ≈ 0.63 [10]. Submodular functions exhibits a natural diminishing returns
property which is suitable for our task, that is, whenever we cover a graphlet, we want its gain to
diminish over time. Next, we introduce some background on submodularity.

3

Methodology

In this section, we first introduce a brief background on submodularity, and then we propose our
framework.
3.1

Submodularity

Submodularity is a discrete optimization method that shares similar characteristics with concavity,
while resembling convexity. Submodularity appears in a wide range of application areas including
social networks, viral marketing [8] and document summarization [9]. Submodular functions exhibit
3

Figure 4: An example for graphlets G35 and G41 that shows the decomposed graphlets of size
≤ k, associated with normalized frequencies. As can be seen from the table, both graphlets cover
graphlets G2 , G3 , G5 , G6 , G7 , G15 with different weights.
Algorithm 1 Greedy submodular function maximization with budget constraint
Require: V ,k
Ensure: Selected set of neighborhoods
1: Initialize S ← ∅
2: while |S| ≤ k do
3:
v ← argmaxz∈V \S (f (S ∪ {z}) − f (S))
4:
S ← S ∪ {v}
5: end while
6: return S

a natural diminishing returns property, that is, given two sets S and T , where S ⊆ T ⊆ V \ v, the
incremental value of an item v decreases as the context in which v is considered grows from S to T .
More formally, submodularity is a property of set functions, i.e., the class of functions f : 2V → R
that maps subsets S ⊆ V to a value f (S) where V is a finite ground set. The function f maps any
given subset to a real number. The function f is called normalized if f(∅) = 0, and it is monotone
if f (S) ≤ f (T ), whenever S ⊆ T . The function f is called submodular if the following equation
holds for any S, T ⊆ V :
f (S ∪ T ) + f (S ∩ T ) ≤ f (S) + f (T )

(3)

Another equivalent definition of the submodularity property is given as follows:
f (S ∪ {v}) − f (S) ≤ f (R ∪ {v}) − f (R)

(4)

where f is submodular if R ⊆ S ⊆ V and v ∈ V \ S. This form of submodularity directly satisfies
the property of diminishing returns; the value of v never increases when the context gets larger.
It has been shown that submodular function minimization can be solved in polynomial time [7],
while submodular function maximization is an NP-complete optimization problem and intractable.
However, it has been shown by [10] that the maximization of a monotone submodular function
under a cardinality constraint can be solved near-optimally using a greedy algorithm. In submodular
function maximization, we are interested in solving the following optimization problem:
A∗ = argmax f (A)
A⊆V :|A|≤k

subject to a cardinality constraint k. If a function f is submodular, takes only non-negative values,
and is monotone, then even though the maximization is still NP complete, we can use a greedy
algorithm (see Algorithm 1) to approximate the optimum solution within a factor of (1 − 1/e)
≈ 0.63 [10].
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3.2

Framework

We formulate our task as a submodular optimization problem and adapt our framework from document summarization task of [9]. In order to apply our framework, we changed the random sampling approach slightly as follows: whenever we sample a graphlet, we also sample its immediate
neighbors. Thus, our sampling procedure is still random, but we also have a chance to capture the
graphlets within similar neighborhoods. Let S represent a set of neighborhoods of size k graphlets,
P<k represent the set of unique graphlet types of size < k, p represent an arbitrary graphlet in P<k , i
represent an arbitrary neighborhood and j represent a graphlet in that neighborhood. We then define
our submodular objective function as follows:

F (S) =

X


α
XX

rpj 

(5)

i∈S j∈i

p∈P<k

where rpj is the weight of graphlet p in j and α is curvature parameter that determines the rate
that reward diminishes over time. Interpretation of this framework is as follows: we measure the
diversity of the selected set S in terms of graphlets of size < k. For each graphlet p in the set
of unique graphlets of size < k, we quantify the amount that is already covered by the selected
neighborhoods in S. Thus, for each selected neighborhood i in the set S, we sum how much we
already covered the < k-sized graphlet p.
3.3

Proof

In order to show that F (S) is submodular, we will use the composition property of submodular
functions with concave functions:
Theorem 1 Given functions F : 2V → R and f : R → R, the composition F 0 = f oF : 2V → R
is non-decreasing submodular if f is non-decreasing concave and F is non-decreasing submodular.
Proof Equation 5 is submodular. (x)α is a non-decreasing concave function. Inside of (x)α , we
have a modular function with non-negative weights, thus monotone. Applying (x)α to such a
monotone submodular function yields a submodular function, and summing submodular functions
retains submodularity property. Therefore, F (S) is submodular.

4

Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the datasets used for our experiments. Then, we discuss our
experimental setup and introduce our results.
4.1

Datasets

We applied our framework to benchmark graph kernel datasets, namely, MUTAG, PTC and ENZYMES and NCI1. MUTAG is a dataset of 188 mutagenic aromatic and heteroaromatic nitro compounds [3] with 7 discrete labels. PTC [15] is a dataset of 344 chemical compounds that reports
the carcinogenicity for male and female rats and it has 19 discrete labels. ENZYMES is a balanced
dataset of 600 protein tertiary structures obtained from [2] and has 3 discrete labels. NCI109 [17]
dataset has 4127 nodes, made publicly available 2 by the National Cancer Institute (NCI), is a balanced data sets of chemical compounds screened for ability to suppress or inhibit the growth of a
panel of human tumor cell lines, having 38 discrete labels. See Table 1 for detailed statistics of the
datasets.
2

http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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Table 1: Properties of datasets used in graph kernel experiments.
Dataset
MUTAG
PTC
ENZYMES
NCI109

5

# of graphs
188
344
600
4127

# of classes
2 (125 vs 63)
2 (152 vs 192)
6 (100 each)
2 (2079 vs 2048)

# of nodes (avg)
17.9
25.5
32.6
29.6

# of labels
7
19
3
38

Experimental Setup

We compare our framework against graphlet kernel. Both kernels are coded in Python and normalized to have a unit length in the feature space. Moreover, we use 10-fold cross validation with a
binary C-Support Vector Machine (SVM) where the C value for each fold is independently tuned
using training data from that fold. In order to exclude random effects of the fold assignments, this
experiment is repeated 10 times and average prediction accuracy of 10 experiments with their standard deviations are reported.
In order to achieve a fair comparison, we first sampled 100 neighborhoods of graphlets from a given
dataset. Then, we feed exactly the same set of graphlets into our framework and submodularly
selected 50 of them. Thus, our framework uses 50% less information than the graphlet kernel in the
following experiments.
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Results

We compare graphlet kernel with our method (see Table 2). As can be seen from the results, our
framework is able to outperform base kernel with statistically significant improvements (shown in
bold) while achieving a smaller standard error on most of the datasets.
Table 2: Comparison of classification accuracy for the graphlet kernel with our method where STD
standard deviation, and SE represents standard error.
DATA SET
MUTAG
PTC
ENZYMES
NCI109
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G RAPHLET K ERNEL
77.11 ( STD : 1.54, SE :
55.82 ( STD : 1.10, SE :
23.35 ( STD : 1.30, SE :
62.15 ( STD : 0.28, SE :

0.48)
0.35)
0.41)
0.09)

S UBMODULAR G RAPHLET K ERNEL
80.22 ( STD : 1.08, SE : 0.34)
57.14 ( STD : 1.35, SE : 0.42)
25.10 ( STD : 0.92, SE : 0.29)
62.28 ( STD : 0.22, SE : 0.07)

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel framework to incorporate diversity when performing graph comparison. Even though we restricted ourselves to graph kernel literature in this paper, our framework
introduces a new perspective to graph sampling and summarization. For instance, our framework can
be easily adoptable to summarize diverse aspects of a given graph for exploration or visualization
purposes.
As a future work, we consider modifying our framework to a setting where we dynamically explore
the graph in the direction that maximizes our objective function.
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